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Fiercely feminine 
Inspired by fierce floral prints and exaggerated 
silhouettes on the SS15 catwalks, the Femme 
Florale collection by Artistic Colour Gloss comprises 
four bold shades that exude femininity. Each 
formula cures under an LED light and lasts up to 
three times longer than a traditional manicure or 
pedicure. £15.95 + VAT each; Tel: 0844 800 9396 
Louellabelle.co.uk 
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Cinderella story
With nine dreamy crème, sparkle and glitter shades, Nail Harmony’s 
latest Gelish collection celebrates Disney’s soon-to-be-launched 
Cinderella film starring Helena Bonham Carter. Its screenplay has 
inspired every colour with hues ranging from teal shade Party at the 
Palace to light pink crème Ella of a Girl. £19 + VAT; Tel: 0208 172 
0595 Nailharmonyuk.co.uk

Save their soles 
Developed exclusively for professional 
use, B-Line’s ground breaking Erase 
product can be incorporated into an 
existing pedicure to offer outstanding 
results on dry skin and cracked 
heels. Techs simply spray it onto 
the affected area and file gently to 
reveal a new layer of super soft and 
healthy looking skin. £35.50 + VAT; 
order alongside B-Line’s wooden 
rasp (£8.95 + VAT) online and receive 
a free 50ml bottle of Feet Treat; 
B-linebeauty.com 

REVLON Easy removal 
Featuring a precision-placed pad 
that limits acetone exposure to the 
skin and a snug-seal design that 
traps heat for extra fast action, 
CND Foil Remover Wraps are 
ideal for removing Shellac and 
other soak-off gel formulas with 
absolute ease. Tel: 0845 210 6060 
Sweetsquared.com

Give me strength 
Currently a best seller in Germany, the 
Micro Cell Nail Repair Starter Kit offers 
a convenient three-step system that 
clients can use at home to improve the 
condition of their natural nails. Users 
simply apply one layer of Nail Repair 
on two consecutive days before 
removing and applying again on day 
three. This process should be carried 
out for two to three weeks. RRP £25; 
Tel: 01892 750 850 Micro-cell.uk.com


